Two exciting Masterclasses are planned for this week. The first one is on Tuesday, November 14th, where we will be discussing work efficiency optimization hacks. Double points if you attend both Masterclasses!

Anniston, from Metricool, will be the keynote speaker. He will share his insights on how to get organized and make the most of your time.

P.S.: This week we have two exciting Masterclasses, to help you get organized with the right tools in hand. The second Masterclass is on Friday, November 20th, discussing the top Series of our work efficiency course.

See you next Sunday!

But, we will just have to see next week and find out together!

Well,Metricooler, that's all the news we have for this week.

---

**YouTube **

The homepage already acts somewhat like a "For You" page, with recommended content. However now, creators can find this "For You" inside their recommended content. TikTok also has a similar feature. It seems that in certain messages, the network will indicate those users that are potential recipients.

This is in addition to Instagram's recommended content. However, over the years TikTok has had a lot of creator criticisms, including the TikTok Pulse feature. It seems that in certain messages, the network will indicate those users that are potential recipients. This $1 billion fund aimed to help creators earn money through their content. However, over the years TikTok has had a lot of creator criticisms, including the TikTok Pulse feature.

---

**Privacy**

You can object to the sending of commercial communications at any time by emailing us at privacy@metricool.com or by sending an email to subject: "unsubscribe from marketing communications".

---

**Meta testing "Read Receipts" in DMs**

Meta is first testing this feature on Instagram. A screenshot shows what this feature looks like. I decided that yes, it's time for you to know the news at least... When some interesting news ooded in. Yet will little information, I wondered if I should start with this news: Read receipts in DMs?

Meta has announced it is testing read receipts in direct messages. The biggest question that comes up for iMessage users... Well, there isn't one which is the beauty of this feature... you get to choose! However, you may feel that you are hiding something. What is the right answer?

There are risks to both: If you turn them on, you can be under scrutiny if you read a message. Of course, you can't choose for others. But anyway, there isn't one which is the beauty of this feature... you get to choose! However, you may feel that you are hiding something. What is the right answer?

For iMessage users, there are risks to both: If you turn them on, you can be under scrutiny if you read a message. Of course, you can't choose for others. But anyway, there isn't one which is the beauty of this feature... you get to choose! However, you may feel that you are hiding something. What is the right answer?

The biggest question that comes up for iMessage users... Well, there isn't one which is the beauty of this feature... you get to choose! However, you may feel that you are hiding something. What is the right answer?

---

As you may know, the homepage already acts somewhat like a "For You" page, with recommended content. However now, creators can find this "For You" inside their recommended content. TikTok also has a similar feature.